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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What will the future of currency be in ten years? When
looking forward towards a complex and volatile future
influenced by changing technological, geopolitical,
societal, economic, and environmental trends1, straight
math does not provide a solution. Over 100 international
experts were asked to identify the most influential risks
and trends that formed the basis for well-informed,
reality-based scenarios. Through back-casting future
scenarios, this paper aims to build upon organizations’
fields of experience and open their expectations
horizons. The goal of this paper is not to predict; it
is to assist in preparation for alternative outcomes.
Business and government leaders, and their teams,

must consider, plan for and take proactive measures
to contend with the plausible futures of currency,
which means being flexible on how to accomplish
transformation. Out of these scenarios, we review
events, use cases, identify early warning signals and
assess paths that will maximize the opportunities
plausible future states offer and increase organizations’
competitive positions.
The current state of money in North America, Europe,
Asia and many developing countries is relatively siloed
with overlapping solutions being most evident in
Asia, led by China. The future state will see a blend of
competing currencies.
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Five plausible ten-year scenarios and their
implications are presented.
1. Regulatory Centralization: Central Bank Digital
Currencies (CBDC) dominate world payment
currencies. The dominant reserve and trade currency
has shifted from the United States dollar (USD) to
a split of USD 30%, China yuan (e-CNY) 30%, CBDC
Euro (e€) 30%, and other 10%. Financial institutions
have had to shift funding to the wholesale market as
retail deposits are held by the Central Banks.
2. DEFI Metaverse: Stablecoins/Crypto facilitate life in
the Metaverse. Stablecoins issued by DAO (Decentral
Autonomous Organizations) and Big Tech/Telecom
battle for dominance of trade currency.
3. A Divided World:
·

Asia, led by China & India – CBDC dominate
control and payments.

·

North America, Europe, and Australia – e-wallets
and debit/credit (DR/CR) continue to dominate
payments.

·

Latin America – cryptocurrencies are legal tender
in Latin American countries and have replaced
fiat as the dominant trade and reserve currency.

·

Africa – telecom-based mobile payments are
dominant.

4. Infrastructure failure: reversion to a cash/cheque/
credit card-based system re-emerges based upon
external causalities:
·

geopolitical/cyber attacks,

·

extreme weather events, and

·

quantum potential.

5. BIOmoney: Identity based upon polygenic risk
scores and brain/machine interface dominate the
digital forms of currency from CBDC driving the
crypto wallet-to-wallet transfer infrastructure
underground.
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Each of the scenarios have different implications and
early warning signals. A few implications include:
• a shift in the retail deposit base to central banks
leaving financial institutions dependent upon the
wholesale market for funding,
• privacy lost to government controlled CBDC,
• a return to fiat currency due to infrastructure failure,
and
• a shift in global power structure due to shifts in
currency adoption.
Leaders of financial institutions must be prepared for
all scenarios. Leaders should watch for early-warning
signals such as growth in the issuance of CBDC and the
form of that issuance, adoption of cryptocurrency and
the regulatory approval of institutional investment,
advancement in quantum applications and escalation of
cyber-hacking exploits.
The continued adoption and expansion of digital
currencies will continue. That is not an unknown. The
future leaders are those that are already participating
in this space or are prioritizing catching up by launching
joint initiatives or acquiring participants in the digital
asset space. Future leaders use the scenarios as
plausible futures.
These scenarios provide financial institutions the
vision upon which to build strategy and investment in
emerging technology (not just blockchain and
distributed ledger technology (DLT), but cloud, AI/ML,
5G, BIO hardware/software) to achieve their strategy.
Organizations should use these scenarios as a starting
point to back cast into manageable solutions. For each
scenario, leaders must define their desired future and
then work backwards to identify the strategic actions
connecting that future to their present. Through
industry, academic and government partnerships,
financial institutions can prepare an emerging
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3 UNDERSTANDING THE CURRENT STATE OF
MONEY AND THE NEED FOR CHANGE
technology platform that is ready for any of the
scenarios. No nation can afford to be left behind or
unprepared for the uncertain future influenced by
environmental, societal, geopolitical, technological, and
economical forces.

2 METHODOLOGY
Superforecasting2 recognizes the power of probabilistic
modelling when applied to uncertain events. Part of the
genius of this project vests in the types of questions it
asks and the granularity of the potential outcomes it
applies to these questions. Over 100 experts provided
their insight into this research. See Appendix for details
and glossary.

There are two forms of money: 1) cash that is mostly in
circulation and 2) money that lives in accounts. Bank
accounts are expensive to provide and maintain. Even
without the provision of credit, the overhead associated
with maintaining and managing bank accounts is
much greater than the overhead associated with the
maintenance of digital wallets.
The global money supply, in the form of M1 (money
supply), increased significantly through the pandemic in:
• Canada to $1.58 CAD Trillion and in the USA to $20
USD Trillion (Figure 1),
• Britain to £2.4 Trillion GBP and in Germany to over
€2.8 Trillion Euros. (Figure 2)

Billions USD

Millions CAD

Figure 1: Canada vs USA M1 Money Supply - Dec 30, 2021

Source: April 2022 data—1975-2021 historical—May forecast
https://tradingeconomics.com/canada/money-supply-m1

Figure 2: UK and Germany M1 Money Supply – Dec 30, 2021

Source: April 2022 data—1973-2021 historical—May forecast
https://tradingeconomics.com/germany/money-supply-m1
Global Risk Institute
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Why is the increase in the money supply impactful on the
future of money? The increase of quantitative easing, or
printing money through the pandemic, has decreased
the value of the currencies being issued and is directly,
or indirectly, tied to rising inflation. Proponents of
Bitcoin (BTC) have pointed to the limit on the number
of BTC that can be minted, thereby protecting against
the erosion of BTC's value.
The global transmission of fiat is primarily through
the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT) and country central
banking systems. However, frictions such as lack of
transparency, high fees, limits on transactions, and the
ability for accounts to be frozen contribute to why fiat
is being challenged as the currency of choice.

Although not technically money, the contenders include
credit cards. The global credit card payment market
revenue was valued at $138.43 billion USD in 2020, and is
projected to reach $267.47 billion USD by 2028, growing
at a rate of 8.5% CAGR3.
E-wallets4 are the third payment method (again not
technically money). WeChat and Alipay combined are
estimated to have wallet numbers5 equal to China’s
population. Mobile payments revenue reached $1.3
trillion6 in 2020 and is estimated at $1.7 trillion in 2021.
Cryptocurrency, even though it has currency in its name,
has not yet been designated a currency in most countries.
It is the fourth method used for payment and holding
value. The cryptocurrency7 market capitalization peaked

Figure 3: Cryptocurrency Market Capitalization USD Trillions 2021/22

Source: Global cryptocurrency market charts. (n.d.). CoinMarketCap.
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/

Figure 4: Stablecoin market cap has risen to USD 184 billion by mid-March 2022.

Source: Top stablecoin tokens by market capitalization. (n.d.). CoinMarketCap.
https://coinmarketcap.com/view/stablecoin/
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at a value of USD 3 trillion in 2021 (Figure 3). Of that value,
stablecoin interest continues to grow (Figure 4). CashApp,
Kraken, and Bitpay have built layer 2 BTC Lightning
Network8 into their exchange to reduce fees and increase
speed of transactions in miliseconds.

high potential upside and enable decentralization. The
increase of cryptocurrency and stablecoins is also being
driven by the adoption of Decentralized Finance (DEFI),
which has grown from almost zero to over $2.5 billion in
the last 2 years (Figure 5).

Cryptocurrency has significantly increased in value and
circulation due to institutional investor interest9 in assets
that are uncorrelated, are an innovative tech play, have

The global metaverse market is projected to grow from
$100.27 billion in 2022 to $1,527.55 billion by 2029, at a
CAGR of 47.6% in forecast period, 2022-2029 (Figure 6).
In 2021, over $54 billion was spent on buying virtual goods
- twice the amount spent on buying music. Approximately
60 billion messages are sent on Roblox daily.

Figure 5: DEFI Market Capitalization

Cash or fiat has ensured that currency is “uniform”: all
monetary instruments with the same nominal value trade
at par in all circumstances. They are equivalent. It also
assures the unit of account, which serves as a standard
of value for all transactions and contracts in the economy.
Doing so, it also preserves monetary sovereignty10,
which can be defined as the ability of governments to
control the unit of account in their jurisdiction in order to
manage the macroeconomy. Maintaining access to central
bank money and a common reference of value is the main
rationale11 for developing a digital CBDC.

Source: Financial Times.
https://www.ft.com/content/b0c581c8-96b2-4c34-abcc5189d7283891

Figure 6: Metaverse Market Value
1527

100.27

Source: Fortune Business Insights.
https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/metaverse-market-106574
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4 USE CASES
CBDC is under review by over 90 countries globally (Figures
7 & 8). Nine countries have fully issued a CBDC, led by
the Bahama’s Sand Dollar. China’s CBDC, the largest, is still
considered a pilot with cumulative transactions in e-CNY
having reached 87.57 billion yuan12 ($13.68 billion USD)
on January 31, 2022. The European Central Bank (ECB)13
has decided to launch a two-year investigation phase of
a possible digital euro. President Biden just announced a
federal investigation into the issuance of a USD CBDC. The
Bank of Canada has announced a one-year partnership
with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to
investigate how advanced technologies could affect the
potential design of a CBDC. The Bank for International
Settlements (BIS) Innovation Hub has created a group of
six central banks14 to share experiences as they assess
the potential cases for CBDC in their home jurisdictions.

Figure 7: Countries CBDC Progress – December 2021

Source: Atlantic Council. https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/cbdctracker/

Figure 8: Central Bank Digital Currency Tracker

Source: Atlantic Council. https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/cbdctracker/
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We are living in an uncertain world. Scenario analysis
is a powerful process for navigating future uncertainty
by analyzing the potential impacts of risks and trends
resulting in future events and illuminating alternative
possible outcomes. It is important to identify the use
cases that define the interactions and tasks necessary
for carrying out specific business objectives. This can be
used as a means of discovering and representing functional
and system requirements.

FIVE FUTURES OF CURRENCY:
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Business Strategy

5.1 Economical

Scenario analysis helps organizations develop forwardlooking business strategies. Business strategies based
on different future scenarios will ensure completeness
of business line targeting, funding requirements,
investments, mergers and acquisitions, and talent
requirements. These are all dependent upon the
outcomes of plausible future scenarios. Defining the
underlying assumptions15 and the effect on those on
emerging risks and trends is key to business strategies16.
Basing future business strategy on scenario analysis
helps organizations define their key assumptions based
on emerging risks and trends.

The increase in global debt, inflation, and the disparity
of income and wealth has reduced trust in the security
of central bank issued currencies. This change sets the
foundation for a shift away from government fiat-backed
currency to privately issued distributed currency such as
BTC or stable coins (currency backed by private companies
or DAOs).

Capital Stress Testing
Leaders of organizations develop capital stress test
implications based upon future scenarios. The intersection
of future scenarios and regulation will drive the future
capital requirements and the decisions to invest or limit
capital requirements.

Business Continuity
Regulators often stipulate requirements for organizations
to put in place business continuity plans. The future
states of currency give rise to different scenarios to
base such plans on. Apart from it making good sense to
do this, it also helps to meet regulatory requirements.

Operational Resilience
Operational resiliency plans, based on future scenarios,
inform the measures required to ensure liquidity,
operational capability and the infrastructure stability
requirements needed to ensure operational resilience.

5 INFLUENCE OF GLOBAL RISKS AND TRENDS
The scenarios were based upon the identification of the
most influential risks and trends that would shape the
10-year horizon of the future of currency. The highlights
of those interviews are summarized below in the global
risks and trends of economical, technological, societal,
geopolitical, and environmental.

Global debt rose to USD 226 trillion17 at the end of
2021. The Institute of International Finance (IIF)
estimates that global debt could rise to USD 360
trillion18 by 2030 if debt grows at the average pace of
the last 15 years.
Inflation reached 8.5% in the US, and 7% in the EU and
Canada in April 2022. Inflation is forecast to level back to
2% by 2025; however, these forecasts are uncertain. A
period of rising interest rates is expected for the period
2022 through 2023.
Inflation19 is a regressive tax as most wealthly people
protect themselves by buying hard assets, whereas
the poor tend to only save in cash or bank accounts.
The disparity of income and wealth increased the great
divide between the rich and the poor between 1995 and
2022 (Figure 9). Over 1.6 billion20 people are ‘unbanked’
due to poverty.

5.2 Technological
Technological trends - the increase in cyber dependency,
data security and privacy, cyber attacks and crypto crime will enable and influence the direction digital currency will
take over the next 10 years.
Cyber dependency, seen through technological advances,
has enabled the digitization and decentralization of
currency. This has made the world much more complex
with distributed ledger technology/blockchain (shift from
proof of work (POW)21 to proof of stake (POS)22), global
cloud adoption23, 5G adoption24, synthetic data training
for AI25, and Brain/machine26 interface to name a few.
China’s Cross-Border Interbank Payments System (CIPS)

Global Risk Institute
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Figure 9: Average Annual Wealth Growth Rate, 1995-2021

Source: World Inequality Report 2022. //wir2022.wid.world/executive-summary/

along with China’s CBDC, the e-CNY, is piloting crossborder payments. The Ripple stablecoin network is
currently being used by several global banks to facilitate
cross-border payments. Most importantly, the synergies
of these innovations will accelerate the adoption of
digital currency. Point of Sale systems from NCR and
Blackhawk, as well as the online payments system Shopify,
accept BTC as payment through Strike27.
The total amount of data created, captured, copied, and
consumed globally is forecast to increase rapidly, from
64.2 zettabytes28 in 2020 to 189 zettabytes in 2025. Data
security, ownership and privacy29 have been identified as
important factors in the development of digital currency.
The ability of digital currency to address these important
concerns will influence which direction digital money
adoption will take.

i

Cyber attacks and crypto crime have increased in
frequency, severity, and variety. Attacks and crime include
phishing, zero-click attacks30, scams, money launderingi,
terrorist financing, ransomware, and malware attacks.
Proliferation of attacks such as SolarWinds that inserted
malware into the vendor’s Orion software, as well as
advanced persistent threats that do not rely on phishing
or other user error, are at the forefront of influencing the
future direction of currency. Infrastructure such as SWIFT
(attacked in 2018 for over $1 billion and lost $81 million),
credit card issuers, securities31 and cryptocurrency
exchanges are at significant risk. In March 2022, Ronin
Network (Axie Infinity Nonfungible token-based video
game) suffered a hack of 173,600 ether tokens and 25.5
million USD coins worth over $600 million USD. The Bank
of Canada and financial service providers are said to be
fending off over one million attacks per day32, and, on
average, take 233 days33 to detect and contain a cyber breach.

UN Office of Drugs and Crime estimates that between $800B and $2T of fiat was laundered in 2021.  Crypto criminals laundered $33B in 2021
accounting for 0.05% of crypto transactions. However, with a 30% increase over 2020, the 10-year horizon on crypto money laundering could
reach $450B.
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5.3 Societal
Societal trends such as the spread of viral disease,
profound social instability, and increasing polarization of
societies will direct the propensity to adopt new forms of
currency and timing of plausible scenarios.
The spread of viral disease (COVID-19) appears to be
leveling off; however, the World Health Organization
(WHO)34 has warned of the dangers of variants
developing. The official world-wide death toll exceeds
6 million35 as of March 2022. Research36 reports that
the Omicron lineage, BA.1, has morphed into Omicron
lineage, BA.2, that is more transmissible and more severe.
WHO warns of a decade of pandemics. The pandemic
has shifted the adoption of online work, socialization,
and education. The acceptance of digital payments has
reached network effect levels with a 40% increase in
digital payments37 within the past two years.
Freedom protests across Canada, and globally, witness
the increasing polarization of societies. The Canadian
federal government invoked the Emergencies Act,
enabling financial institutions to, without a court order,
freeze or suspend38 individual and business accounts
affiliated with the blockades. The EU has introduced
data privacy regulation on big technology companies
starting with the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) in 2018. This was followed, in March of 2022, by
the Digital Markets Act (DMA) which aims to stop “Big
Tech” platforms from using their interlocking services
and massive resources to (1) suppress emerging
competition and (2) box-in users by reducing their ability
to shift to other providers. Government actions will
influence the choices that individual, institutions and
countries make in determining their currency of choice.

5.4 Geopolitical
Geopolitical risks, interstate conflict trends and geoeconomic tension have sprung to the forefront, producing
major changes in retail payments, reserve and trade
currencies. The quantitative easing of fiat currency allows
for continuous wars financed from reserves of entire
country populations versus where, under a gold standard,

fighting can only occur until countries’ gold or money
is depleted. The outcomes of war and the control of
payments systems are uncomfortably co-mingled.
Witness the interstate conflict being played out in Ukraine
through the invasion by Russia. In March 2022, much of
Russia’s foreign reserves were frozen - $285 billion39 of
the $585 billion reported by the Bank of Russia as of June
2021. The war resulted in a run on the banks in Ukraine.
Digital payment for “non-holiday” stays on Airbnb and
fund-raising pages accepting donations in stablecoins and
cryptocurrency are being used to support the resistance
in Ukraine.
Geoeconomics tensions between NATO countries and
Russia, arising from the war in Ukraine, have resulted in
sanctions being placed on Russia and Russian Oligarchs.
Russian financial institutions have been barred from
SWIFT. Events have resulted in a significant decline in
the value of the Russian Ruble, a potential default on
Russian debt, and bank runs in Russia. These could signal
the tipping point that quickens the adoption of digital
currency to replace the inter-country transfer functionality
of SWIFT and avoid the imposition of sanctions against
the Russian government and its people.
Tensions between China and Taiwan, backed by the
United States, as well as disputes over territorial claims in
the South China Sea may accelerate the shift away from
the USD as the international trade and reserve currency,
and the future adoption of the Chinese CBDC and e-CNY.
Weapons of mass destruction are heightened due to
Vladimir V. Putin referencing putting nuclear forces into
“special combat readiness”40. Two of the six nuclear
reactors in Ukraine have been under attack. The risk of
a nuclear accident is at its highest level in Europe since
the Chernobyl accident. North Korea continues to test
its ballistic weapons, and satellite imagery41 shows
construction at North Korea's nuclear testing site for the
first time since it was closed in 2018. A nuclear accident
or attack could cause infrastructure failure, which could
potentially shut down a large portion of the global
payments system.

Global Risk Institute
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5.5 Environmental
Increasing temperatures, CO2 levels, forest fires, flooding,
drought, and rising sea levels could have detrimental
effects on the global payment’s infrastructure. Country
power and payment structures may shift based on
migration resulting from natural disasters induced by
climate change and extreme weather events.
Future climate and disaster risks are no longer predictable
based on historical risks and assumptions. "We are still
on track for climate catastrophe", said United Nations (UN)
Secretary-General António Guterres42. Global emissions43
pledges take only 7.5% off predicted 2030 emissions, to
limit global warming to 1.5°C. The world needs to take
an additional 28 gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalent
(GtCO2e) off annual emissions by 2030 (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Global CO2 Emissions

Due to energy consumption concerns, in March 2022
the European Union, through its proposed Markets in
Crypto Assets (MiCA) regulatory package47, decided not
to advance the controversial provision aimed to limit the
use of the POW cryptocurrencies. In contrast, fiat costs not in terms of electricity usage, but in terms of average
annual dilution48 of the S1OO trillion money supply by 14%
per year - result in about $14 trillion lost, or 3.5% of global
wealth.

6 PLAUSIBLE SCENARIOS
All scenarios are set ten years into the future and
blend public and private money, with weighting and
probability dependent on the continuation and twists
of current risks and trends. These twists are illustrated
by the digital globes emphasising different currencies.

6.1 Scenario 1: Regulatory Centralization: CBDC
is the dominate world currency.
CBDC is the currency of the world. All major nations
have issued their own CBDC through their own
government’s central bank (Figure 11).

Source: Climate Action Tracker: Temperatures
https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/

The increase in extreme rainfall is linked to global
warming causing the atmosphere to change44. For
every one degree (Celsius) increase in temperature, the
atmosphere can absorb about 7% more moisture. The
additional moisture caused by global warming will lead
to higher amounts of precipitation in the long term,
especially with heavy rainfall.
Extreme weather events have doubled45 over the last 20
year period, with 7,348 major natural disasters around
the world, killing 1.23 million people and resulting in
$2.97 trillion in global economic losses. Two thirds of the
world will be living under “water-stressed” conditions by
202546 when demand outstrips supply.
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On January 31, 2022, CBDC cumulative transactions in
e-CNY were 87.57 billion yuan49 ($13.68 billion), a sliver
of the retail payments market of $6.3 trillion50. In 2032,
CBDC dominates retail payments, estimated at $24 trillion
USD. Of these transactions, 85% are carried out via
e-yuan, making optimization for CBDC-based e-commerce
essential for incoming merchants and financial institutions.
The regulators in all major nations have banned
cryptocurrencies not issued by the central banks of those
nations. China led the adoption of CBDC through a direct
account with the e-CNY from the Peoples Bank of China
(PBOC) deposit infrastructure. After much debate, China,
already having implemented the model of direct central
bank deposit CBDC, influenced most central banks to issue
CBDC under the central bank deposit model. Billions of
accounts were opened by government-controlled central
banks, and deposits shifted from previously dominant
financial institutions to central bank balance sheets. The
Russian attack on the Ukraine, and subsequent ban of
Russian banks from using SWIFT, accelerated the adoption
of e-yuen by Russia and supporting trade countries. The
U.S. CBDC is still the dominant global trade and reserve
currency, however, the lack of trust in non-democratically
elected governments stems the flow of reserves. The
e-CNY does make gains in increasing the cross-border

Figure 12: Scenario 2 – DEFI Metaverse – Stablecoins/
Crypto

payments of e-CNY from 2% in 2022 to over 30% by 2032,
predominantly fueled by Belt and Road countries.
The trend of increased geopolitical influence in the
form of strict regulation has pushed the future state of
money to a more centralized form, where currency is
minted, deposited, and burned by central banks. Led by
China after the piloting at the 2022 Winter Olympics, the
dominance of CBDC or the e-CNY was the tipping point
for other central banks to not only mint their own CBDC,
but to become centralized depository facilities.

6.2 Scenario 2: DEFI Metaverse: Stablecoins/
Crypto
DEFI for finance and the Metaverse for work, play and
education provides the virtual platform for payment
in crypto and stablecoins issued by organizations from
a consolidation of the largest financial, technology,
and telecommunications providers that now control
the largest integrated securities and crypto exchanges
(Figure 12). An era of pandemics helped fuel societal
alteration to a deeper online existence. The adoption
of digital currency has shifted the center of financial
transactions away from traditional banks and exchanges
to DEFI platforms and Distributed Autonomous
Organizations (DAOs). DAOs are social organizations
embodied by rules integrated into a transparent
computer program, under the control of organization
members. In the 2030 projected scenarios, UNISWAP
is the largest DEFI platform and the author of the
regulations that protected the development of DEFIs,
and DAO Maker is the de facto central bank for DEFI.
Web3 digitization and smart Augmented Reality (AR)
contact lenses have enabled DEFI and Nonfungible
Tokens (NFT) to move us and our work, education,
and socialization into the Metaverse. Cryptocurrency,
stablecoins, and CBDC work in tandem in the
Metaverse of the future. Regulation works in harmony
with cryptocurrency. A twist of the quote from Changpeng
Zhao (CZ), CEO of Binance (2021): “The crypto industry
developed a centralized system in order to integrate with

Global Risk Institute
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i) Asia, led by China, and India
the traditional finance industry”51. Cryptocurrencies and
stablecoins dominate the facilitation of trade in the DEFI
Metaverse future. Digital assets, such as digital skins
and artwork, are held as collateral for digital real estate
mortgages.

6.3 Scenario 3 - A Divided World: i) Asia, led by
China & India ii) North America & Europe iii)
South America iv) Africa
In the 2030s, we live in a divided world - politically,
economically, and socially - where inequality and
freedom will be mirrored by the forms of money different
regions and countries have adopted. Governments
continue to move apart in the forms of democracy and
authoritarianism (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Scenario 3 - A Divided World
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Asia, led by China, India and Japan, is leading the world
in digital payments using, primarily, the e-CNY and digital
rupee. The CBDCs are minted, transacted, held, and
burned by the central bank. The e-yuan is now accepted
within the Belt and Road countries for cross-border
payment. The global trade and reserve currency is now
split predominantly between the U.S. CBDC, China’s e-CNY,
India’s digital rupee, with the remainder split between
the e-EU and developing country CBDCs.

ii) North America, Europe, and Australia
North America and Europe CBDCs are distributed through
an updated banking infrastructure. An updated DR/CR and
e-wallet system competes for dominants with BIGTECH
stablecoins and DEFI cryptocurrencies. The U.S. is fighting
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iv) Africa
to maintain as much control of the global reserve and
trade currency as possible. With only a fraction of this
dominance left, the U.S. dollar has devalued as has that
of other high-debt nations including Britain, Canada,
France, Italy, Japan, and Spain.

iii) Latin America
Cryptocurrency is legal tender in most Latin American
countries. From the early adoption of BTC by El Salvador
(in 2021), Mexico also adopted BTC in 2024. This was the
tipping point for the crypto economy of Latin America.
Latin American banks were quick to follow-suit and
invested heavily in the crypto exchanges. They now control
the exchange trade in those countries. BTC has remained
the dominant investment and trade coin as POW has been
augmented with a BTC2.0 with POS trading.

Stablecoins are the major payment currency in Africa,
minted by the large telecommunication providers and
facilitated by an infrastructure of e-wallets. There is
regulatory arbitrage throughout developing African
countries that have accepted cryptocurrency, starting
with BTC, for over a decade. There is no one dominant
coin through the region, but there are dominant coins by
country.

6.4 Scenario 4: Infrastructure Failure: Cash is
King
Global infrastructure has failed, and cash is king. The
fat-tail cause of that failure stems from one or all of a
cyber-attack, an extreme weather event, or the potential
of quantum to dismantle societies payment power or
telecommunications infrastructure (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Scenario 4 - Infrastructure Failure
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i) Geopolitical/Cyber Attack

ii) Quantum Potential

We are living in a time of broad financial and geopolitical
instability. Waves of major cyber attacks and interstate
conflict have shut down systems. Stolen funds and
data have resulted in unprecedented economic costs
impacting infrastructure, business, loss of public trust
and damage to confidence in the integrity of the system.
Fiat currency, including cheques, have made a resurgence
as individuals and organizations have lost confidence in
the security of digital transactions. Use of credit cards
has held steady with the card companies ensuring the
validity of transactions and protection against loss of
forged purchases.

The power grid has been shut down by state-sponsored
quantum computers cracking the RSA public-key
cryptosystems. The mayhem in Texas, that erupted in the
winter of 2021, foreshadowed the glimpse of devastation
that is the result of the power grid being taken off-line.
The ubiquitous fiber connectivity developed through the
2020’s made global systems particularly vulnerable to
attack. A few leading organizations are still operational
due to their proactive “quantum safe” approach to
“fighting quantum with quantum”. Manual backup
processes provide a minimum grid generator power,
analogue telecommunications, and 5G off-line
computing. Quantum safe computing has enabled the
rise and adoption of BIOmoney.

The endemic of the 2020s resulted in financial services
that were completely online: infrastructure, work-fromhome and digital currencies have been the norm. This
digital transformation has been the playground for state
and malicious actors that completely locked, copied,
and changed the data. The old-world resiliency efforts of
system and data backups and encryption are being used
in combination with manual backup processes. This has
led to significant business shut-downs, supply chain delays,
and financial losses.

iii) Climate Action Failure / Extreme Weather Events
Efforts to stem the adverse effects of climate change
globally have failed. Global emissions rose to 55 gigatons
of CO₂ equivalent in 203052.
Flooding across all continents, due to melting Artic
permafrost, has induced rising ocean levels. Flooding
has knocked out satellite and telecommunication
infrastructure. This, in turn, has brought the global financial
system to its knees. Markets are closed, supply chains are
broken, global payments are operating on manual backup

Figure 15: Global Land Elevations

Source: World Map 3D Render Topographic https://pixels.com/featured/world-map-3d-render-topographic-map-color-frank-ramspott.html
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systems and a fraction of the near-field 5G networks that
are not reliant upon broadband communication systems.
Water is the collateral for reserve currencies, shifting the
geopolitical power of have/have not countries based on
the availability of fresh water supply.
Financial centres, governments, companies, and major
populations have moved west and north in North and
South America to higher elevations (Figure 15). European,
Asian and Australian populations have moved inland as sea
levels continued to rise53.
Australia and Africa are most affected due to their lowest
elevation and situation of most major cities in coastal
areas. Island states have been evacuated by cruise ships
that have been enlisted into government service.

A unique form of currency unto themselves, PRS provide
the underlying technology used by all forms of digital
currency - from crypto, stablecoins and CBDC - as a secure
method of digital identification. Trust in this system is
based upon mutual authentication between service
providers and their customers. Both are sure they connect
with the right party through BIO authentication (Figure
17). With growth in financial services and the massive
increase in attempted fraud (such as phishing attacks),
the industry moved quickly to embrace stronger, better
ways of performing user authentication (i.e., better than
username/password).

Figure 16: Scenario 5 - BIOmoney

6.5 Scenario 5: BIOmoney
Our BIO is our wallet (Figure 16). Paying has evolved on
a BIO basis from fingerprint, voice, face, vein pattern,
iris, body scans and DNA to polygenic risk scores (PRS)ii
that provide identification based on risk stratification of
thousands of different genomic variants. Synthetic biology
combines engineering, computers, biology and AI into one
science. Our bodies are computer-based genetic code
ACTG (the four types of DNA bases: adenine, cytosine,
thymine and guanine).

Figure 17: Bio authentication Framework

Source: biocatch behavioral biometrics https://www.biocatch.com/behavioral-insights
ii

Data for the PRS is made available from at-home diagnostics, virtual care clinics, patient-reported outcomes, remote patient monitoring, social
determinants… all of these contribute to a more holistic and longitudinal understanding of patients’ health, which in turn will lead to more precise
clinical research for drug development, better underwriting of risk for value-based care, and continuous improvement of the digital-identification
system.
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Through hardware and software integration know as brain/
machine interface, Biomoney has also transformed the
method of payment, from the purchases being completed
via cash, credit card and on-line money transfers to being
completed just by thinking about it.

7 IMPLICATIONS
The world is not linear. Risks and trends do not impact
outcomes in a straight line. Cause and effect are not always
clear. Given this caveat, the implications identified for each
scenario result from commingling the risks and trends
previously identified and may happen individually or in
concert with one another.

7.1 Regulatory Centralization
• Privacy and, potentially, access to a person’s
currency is lost to efficiency; central governments
control every facet of society through the total
transparency of CBDC. “At the flip of a switch, we
are vulnerable to being unable to take anything
out of our wallets” Edward Snowden54.
• Consumers have a direct claim on the central
bank, like physical cash.
• Financial institutions’ disintermediation changes
the structure of banking, including across payments
and lending. Banks lose sources of cheaper retail
deposit funding to central bank providers of digital
currency services, shifting to a wholesale method of
liquidity.
• Wide adoption of CBDC affects bank funding models,
product pricing, the competitive positioning of
banks, and the nature of customer relationships.
This includes access to data on customer financial
behaviour.

• CBDC is the new target of cyber-attacks and
breaches.
• The global reserve and trade currency has shifted
away from the USD to an even distribution
between e-CNY, digital rupee, EU CBDC, and the
USD CBDC.
• CBDC wallets are inclusive of individuals living below
the poverty index as approval requirements to
maintain a bank account (the gateway to engaging
in conventional banking) are removed.

7.2 Decentralized Metaverse: Crypto and
Stablecoins
• BTC and some cryptocurrencies enable people to
complete transactions pseudonymously55 (using
only digital identities rather than real ones) and
without the intervention of a trusted third party
such as a central or private bank, validated through
a computer algorithm that runs autonomously.
• The world reserve and trade currency has shifted
away from USD to distributed currency such as BTC.
• Macroeconomic wealth has shifted due to the
increased value of cryptocurrencies, NFTs, and
digital assets.
• Lightning networks, sharding, and staking
address
the
previous
difficulties
that
cryptocurrencies experienced with scalability.iii
• The digital divide continues to widen. Leading
financial institutions that moved into cryptocurrency
early dominate control of the metaverse platforms
and trading in partnership with the largest techiv
and telcos.

iii

In 2022, Visa’s throughput of 65,000 transactions per second (tps) compared to Bitcoin’s actual throughput is between 3.3 and 7 tps.

iv

Technology: Apple, Microsoft, Alphabet, Amazon, Tesla, Nvidia, Meta, TSMC, Tencent, Samsung, and Alibaba
Telecommunications: Comcast, Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile and China Mobile
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• Digital currency exchanges continue to be subject
to cybersecurity breaches.
• Price volatility, tied to a lack in inherent value,
results in bubbles in the cryptocurrency ecosystem
due to the infinite number of cryptocurrencies and
Metaverses that are created.
• The DEFI market continues to grow and take market
share away from traditional exchanges.
• DEFI scams continue to threaten the trustworthiness
of the DEFI market. Financial institutions make
inroads through providing trusted DEFI investment
opportunities.
• BTC hedges against counterparty risk.
• Crypto wallets are increasingly inclusive of
individuals living below the poverty index due to
the removal of the approval requirements limiting
access bank accounts (the gateway to engaging in
conventional banking).

7.3 Digitally-Divided World
• Global financial institutions continue to walk a fine
line between geopolitical tensions and differing
currency regulations and adoption of differing
forms of digital currency. Only the largest and most
digitally advanced can span in a digitally-divided
world.
• Digital currency furthers the divide between nations.
It contributes to the shift away from an integrated
global economy to ones that are regionally based
and characterized by “made-at-home” culture.
• Digital currency will be subject to cybersecurity
breaches and may fall into the hands of hackers.
• Price volatility, tied to a lack in inherent value,
is a major problem, and one characterizing the
cryptocurrency ecosystem as a bubble.

7.4 Fat-tail Leads to Infrastructure Failure
• Failure of the payments system leads to chaos
globally. Liquidity and access to fiat causes bank
runs and topples fragile governments.
• 5G networks provide an alternative payment
method, working with infrastructure providers to
ensure backup networks.
• Drought and flooding cause water scarcity and
the minting of water tokens as representation of a
country's reserve “currency”.
• The digital divide gap widens under any of the fat-tail
scenarios with the “haves” falling back on back-up
generators, underground bunkers, and food and
water storage facilities, while billions of “have-nots”
live or die in climate or technological holocaust.
• After a security breach, control of digital currency
falls into the hands of state, criminal, or activist
hackers.
• Proof of work (POW) and proof of stake (POSt) are
overtaken by proof of space (POSp) due to reduced
energy demands.

7.5 BIOmoney
• BIO privacy is controlled by the state.
• There is a wide divide over privacy regulation among
countries.
• BIO data is only stored in an individual's country
of origin unless specific permission for datasharing has been obtained. This makes conducting
international business challenging.
• Movement between countries is significantly
controlled, or limited, through BIO identification.

• Regulatory arbitrage leads to shifts in digital
adoption and increased difficulty controlling money
laundering and other criminal activity.
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8 EARLY WARNING INDICATORS
Scenario analysis is enhanced when forecasting data
provides directionality towards one scenario or another.
The following early warning signs focus on tipping points
that may indicate which scenario will increase in likelihood
or severity.

8.1 Regulatory Centralization: CBDC is the
dominate world currency

·

25% of people spend one hour or more in the
metaverse per day.

·

30% of companies have at least one product in
the metaverse.

·

Shipments of VR headsets outpace that of
gaming consoles.

·

The metaverse value grows to $800 billion from
$46 billion in 2020.

• By 2024:
·

Russia is permanently banned from SWIFT

·

Oil purchase transactions are priced in e-CNY

• By 2025:

• By 2025:
·

Ten countries have launched their CBDC.

·

India has launched a CBDC with a transaction
value of over $10 billion USD

• By 2027, China’s CNY-e has replaced 50% of the
value of USD transactions as the international trade
currency for transactions between China and the
Belt and Road countries.

·

BTC is included in the currency index.

·

The value of stablecoin transactions exceed one
trillion.

·

A G-20 country defaults on its sovereign debt.

·

Ethereum moves from POW to POS which
causes gas prices to fall by 90%, and transaction
processing speed to increase to 60,000
transactions per second.

·

Metaverse platforms achieve interoperability
between major platforms of Decentraland,
Somnium Space , and SANDBOX.

8.2 DEFI Metaverse: Stablecoins/Crypto
• By 2022:
·

The U.S. Securities Exchange Commission (SEC)
declares that BTC is not a security.

8.3 A Divided World:
i) Asia, led by China & India
• By 2024:

• By 2023:
·

• By 2024:

China’s CBDC has been launched in all Chinese
cities over one million.

·

Three Middle East countries adopt the e-CNY
for oil trade.

·

India has launched a CBDC that has been adopted
by over 10 million people opening e-wallets.

·

DEFI transaction value exceeds $1 billion USD.

·

Private stablecoins receive regulatory approval
as currency in the United States, European
Union, or Britain.

ii)

Pension funds and sovereign wealth funds
receive regulatory approval in the United States
to invest in crypto currency.

• By 2024, two major credit/debit card companies
accept payment in stablecoins and crypto currency
in major cities in the USA and Europe.

·

20

·

U.S. inflation hits 10%.
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ii)
• By 2025:
·
·
iii)

The United States does not have a CBDC pilot
that has adoption of over one million wallets.
The EU does not have a CBDC pilot that has
adoption of over one million wallets.
South America

• By 2025, Mexico or Brazil have adopted BTC as legal
tender.
• By 2027, 15 countries in South America have
adopted BTC as legal tender.
iv)

• By 2025, the Quantum application model is adopted
by one financial institution.
• By 2028, Quantum supremacy of 1000 Qubits is
achieved.
• By 2030, decryption of the RSA cryptography occurs.
iii)

• By 2027:

• By 2025:

·

African telcos expand their mobile payment
system to include the issuance of their own
stablecoin.
Five of the largest African countries do not adopt
the use of the Chinese CBDC CNY-e.

Extreme Weather Events (EWE)

• By 2025, forest fires have destroyed the
communication lines between cities, affecting over
50 million people.

Africa

·

Quantum Potential

8.5

·

Flooding has washed out transmission rails in
30% of global markets.

·

Forest fires have destroyed one major city of
over one million people.

·

Sea levels have risen by five centimetres.

BIOmoney

• By 2025, digital identity trials move into application
for five countries.

8.4 Infrastructure Failure: Cash is King
i)

Geopolitical/Cyber Attacks,

• By 2023, war spreads outside of Ukraine.
• By 2025:
·
·

A nuclear accident results from war or cyber
attacks.
International payment rails (30% or more) are
destroyed due to war/cyber attacks.

• By 2030, national and international payment rails
(50% or more) are shutdown in a cyber attack.

• By 2027, brain-machine interface trials progress to
payment trial.
• By 2028, the forced burning of CBDC by one central
bank has resulted in the unauthorized destruction
of individuals’ currency.

9 CONCLUSION
Leaders must prepare for an uncertain future. The
continued adoption and expansion of digital currencies
will continue. That is not unknown. Future leaders are
already participating in this space or prioritizing to catch
up by launching joint initiatives or acquiring participants in
the digital asset space. Future leaders use the scenarios
as being plausible.
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Scenarios provide financial institutions and governments the vision upon which to build strategy and invest in emerging
technology (not just blockchain and DLT - but cloud, AI/ML, 5G, BIO hardware/software) to achieve their strategy.
Organizations should use these scenarios as a starting point to back-cast into manageable solutions. For each scenario,
leaders must define their desired future and then work backwards to identify the strategic actions connecting that future
to their present. Through industry, academic and government partnerships, financial institutions can prepare an emerging
technology platform that is ready for any of the scenarios. No nation can afford to be left behind or unprepared for the
uncertain future influenced by environmental, societal, geopolitical, technological, and economic forces.
GRI’s research will continue to dive into (1) what plans financial institutions, industry players, academics and governments
should be putting in place now, and (2) how they should apply the back-casting of these scenarios and watch for the early
warning signs to modify their actions.

© 2022 Global Risk Institute in Financial Services (GRI). This “Five Futures of Currency: Fiat vs Credit, CBDC, Stablecoins, and Crypto” is a publication
of GRI and is available at www.globalriskinstitute.org. Permission is hereby granted to reprint the “Five Futures of Currency: Fiat vs Credit, CBDC,
Stablecoins, and Crypto” on the following conditions: the content is not altered or edited in any way and proper attribution of the author(s) and
GRI is displayed in any reproduction. All other rights reserved.
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10 APPENDIX 1 – METHODOLOGY
We offer thanks to the team of over 100 experts, drawn globally (Figure 18) from financial institutions, technology companies,
central banks/governments/regulators, academia and GRI (Figure 19), who applied their generalist and specialist brains to
the complex question of the future of money.

Figure 18: Region of Respondents

Figure 19: Industry of Respondents

Africa/Middle East,
East 3%
Africa/Middle
3%
Asia, 15%

Academic, 23%

Financial
Institution, 31%

US 27%
U.S.,
27%

Regulator/Central
Bank/Government,
13%

Canada,
27%

India, 13%

Tech Co, 33%

Europe,
15%

The experts were asked via open-ended interview questions to (1) identify the most influential trend over a ten-year horizon
of money (2) to then apply those trends to develop the most likely scenario(s) over a ten-year horizon, and (3) identify
implications to countries, society, and financial institutions. The output of those interviewed was synthesised into the top
five scenarios that are included in this paper.
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APPENDIX 2 – GLOSSARY OF SELECT TERMS
The following offers added context for various terms referenced in this paper:
• ACTG: the acronym for the four types of bases found in DNA – adenine, cytocine, thymine, and guanine. A DNA
molecule consists of two strands wound around each other with each strand held together by bonds between the
bases. Adenine pairs with thymine and cytosine pairs with guanine.
• Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML): AI is a technology that enables a machine to simulate human
behavior. ML is a subset of AI which allows a machine to automatically learn from past data without programming
explicitly. The goal of AI is to make a smart computer system like humans to solve complex problems. AI/ML represents
an important evolution in computer science and data processing that is transforming a vast array of industries.
• Augmented reality (AR): an interactive experience of a real-world environment where the objects that reside in
the real world are enhanced by computer-generated perceptual information, sometimes across multiple sensory
modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic (sense of touch), somatosensory (sensation such as heat/pain) and
olfactory - one of the biggest technology trends right now, and it’s only going to get bigger as AR ready smartphones
and other devices become more accessible around the world.
• Bitcoin (BTC): a decentralized digital currency that can be transferred on the peer-to-peer bitcoin network. Bitcoin
transactions are verified by network nodes through cryptography and recorded in a publically distributed ledger
called a blockchain.
• Blockchain: A blockchain is a distributed database that is shared among the nodes of a computer network. As a
database, a blockchain stores information electronically in digital format.
• Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC): the digital form of a country's fiat currency. A CBDC is issued and regulated by
a nation's monetary authority or central bank. CBDCs promote financial inclusion and simplify the implementation of
monetary and fiscal policy (fiat currency is money that is not backed by a physical commodity like gold, but instead
is backed by the government that issued it. Most modern currencies, such as the U.S. dollar, euro, pound and yen,
are fiat money).
• Cryptocurrency: a digital currency designed to work as a medium of exchange through a computer network that is
not reliant on any central authority (such as a government or bank) to uphold or maintain it.
• China’s Cross Border Interbank Payments System (CIPS): a payment system which offers clearing and settlement
services for its participants in cross-border payments and trade. Backed by the People’s Bank of China, CIPS was
launched by China in 2015 to internationalise its currency use. CIPS also counts several foreign banks as shareholders
including HSBC, Standard Chartered, the Banks of East Asia, DBS Bank, Citi, Australia and New Zealand Banking Group,
and BNP Paribis.
• Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO): constructed by rules encoded as a computer program that is often
transparent, controlled by the organization's members and not influenced by a central government - in other words
member-owned communities without centralized leadership with its financial transactions and rules maintained on
a blockchain.
• Decentralized Finance (DEFI): offers financial instruments - without relying on intermediaries such as brokerages,
exchanges or banks - by using smart contracts on a blockchain. DeFi platforms allow people to lend or borrow funds
from others, speculate on price movements on assets using derivatives, trade cryptocurrencies, insure against risks,
and earn interest in savings-like accounts.
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• Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT): a digital system that lets users and systems record transactions related to
assets. A distributed ledger technology stores the information at multiple locations at any given point of time. DLT,
unlike traditional databases, does not have any central place to store information.
• European Central Bank (ECB): the prime component of the Eurosystem and the European System of Central Banks
(ESCB) as well as one of seven institutions of the European Union (EU). It is one of the world's most important central
banks. The ECB Governing Council makes the monetary policy for the foreign exchange reserves of EU member states,
engages in foreign exchange operations, and defines the intermediate objectives and key interest rate of the EU.
• Ethereum (ETH): a decentralized, open source blockchain with smart contract functionality. Ether is the native
cryptocurrency of the platform. Among cryptocurrencies, Ether is second only to Bitcoin in market capitalization.
• Fifth Generation of Cellular Networks (5G): the fifth-generation technology standard for broadband cellular
networks, which cellular phone companies began deploying, world-wide, in 2019. It is the planned successor to
the 4G networks, which provide connectivity to most current cellphones. The 5G networks have greater bandwidth
than predecessors, providing higher download speeds, connecting more devices and improving internet quality in
crowded areas.
• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): a regulation that harmonizes national data privacy laws throughout the
EU and enhances the protection of all EU residents with respect to their personal data. This harmonization creates
new rights for individuals and a set of stronger and clearer rules for businesses.
• Institute of International Finance (IIF): the global association of the financial industry. It was created by 38 banks
in leading industrialized countries, in 1983, in response to the international debt crisis of the early 1980s and has
since expanded to represent more than 450 firms from more than 70 countries. IIF members include commercial
and investment banks, asset managers, insurance companies, sovereign wealth funds, hedge funds, central banks
and development banks.
• Nonfungible Tokens (NFT): a financial security consisting of digital data stored in a blockchain, a form of distributed
ledger. The ownership of an NFT is recorded in the blockchain, and can be transferred by the owner, allowing NFTs
to be sold and traded. NFTs typically contain references to digital files such as photos, videos, and audio. Because
NFTs are uniquely identifiable, they differ from cryptocurrencies, which are fungible. The market value of an NFT is
associated with the digital file it references.
• Proof of Work (POW) and Proof of Stake (POS): At the heart of every cryptocurrency lies a network of computers
that helps secure the software from attackers and regulates the issuance of new units of supply. The system is called
a consensus mechanism. The two most widely used are POW and POS which both regulate the process in which
transactions between users are verified and added to a blockchain’s public ledger, all without a central party’s help.
Proof of work blockchains are secured and verified by virtual miners around the world racing to be the first to solve
a math puzzle. The winner gets to update the blockchain with the latest verified transactions and is rewarded by the
network with a predetermined amount of crypto. Proof of Stake blockchains employ a network of “validators” who
contribute — or “stake” — their own crypto in exchange for a chance of getting to validate new transaction, update
the blockchain, and earn a reward.
• Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT): a Belgian cooperative society providing
services related to the execution of financial transactions and payments between banks worldwide. Its principal
function is to serve as the main messaging network through which international payments are initiated. It also sells
software and services to financial institutions. It carries the messages containing payment instructions between
financial institutions involved in transactions but does not manage accounts on behalf of individuals or financial
institutions or hold funds for third parties.
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